New products
2022

The beauty of wood
in your home.

Live Matt Plus
Natural, elegant look –
with perfect protection.
Innovative matt lacquer technology of the
next generation for brushed and beveled
pigmented surfaces.
► For coloured brushed matt lacquered
surfaces
► Improved protection against dirt and
liquids
► Low gloss level (around 6-8°)
► Very natural and authentic appearance
► Available for three colours: Soft Brown,
Fresh White, Medium Grey

For us at BOEN, the natural beauty of wood is something that cannot be replicated. And this is why we do everything we can not to spoil the fascination of its
look and feel with the protective treatments we use. On the contrary, in fact:
for us, protection and naturalness go hand in hand. And we’re putting that to the
test once again with the new BOEN Live Matt Plus.
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The special feature of our new surface
treatment BOEN Live Matt Plus is not just
visible when looking at it as a whole.
Where BOEN Live Matt Plus really
impresses is in the details. This attractive
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Oak
Soft Brown

Oak Soft Brown
There are floors that seem to welcome you
as soon as you enter a room. Oak Soft
Brown is just such a floor. So rustically
beautiful, so inimitably natural. With an
intensity that impresses. The surface is not
only beautifully ultra matt, but also protects
the floor brilliantly against dirt, dust and
liquids.

Surface: Live Matt Plus,
brushed, 2V bevel
► FCG8K4FD, plank 138 mm
► FCGVK4FD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 138/ 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited
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Oak
Fresh White

Oak Fresh White
The fresh tone of Oak Fresh White is reminiscent of the soft light of the north. And
the Live Matt Plus surface treatment only
serves to enhance the white pigmented
surface. A floor that gives rooms a relaxed
Scandinavian look. Cosy, comfortable, light
and bright. Here, apparent opposites
balance each other out: cosiness and
lightness, comfort and purism.

Surface: Live Matt Plus,
brushed, 2V bevel
► FEG8K4FD, plank 138 mm
► FEGVK4FD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 138/ 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited
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Oak
Medium Grey

Oak Medium Grey
Grey nuances give the Oak Medium Grey
planks a lovely natural earthiness. Their
authentic but elegant appearance is
enhanced by Live Matt Plus. After all, the
ultra matt finish accentuates the effect of
this statement floor, making it robust,
resistant and underpinning its stylish
beauty.

Surface: Live Matt Plus,
brushed, 2V bevel
► FDG8K4FD, plank 138 mm
► FDGVK4FD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 138/ 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited
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Semi smoked oak
oiled with Live Natural:
warmer, softer, more seductive.

New to our range for 2022 are floors that combine rustic design elements and
Scandinavian cosiness with one another in a truly natural way:
our new oak planks made from lightly smoked oak, surface-treated with
BOEN Live Natural Oil. For a natural look and soft warmth.

Our two new products are wide planks

The choice is yours: transparent or white oil.

with a top layer made from precious oak

The transparent oil gives a greater impres-

that has been ‘smoked’. This means that

sion of depth and makes the wood look

only the top layer is smoked to achieve a

slightly more intensive as well as warmer.

soft, dark base tone. The vibrant look of

White Live Natural oil underpins the

the grain in these lightly smoked wide

vibrancy and characteristics of the wood.

planks is enhanced in a fascinating way
thanks to the transparent or white BOEN
Live Natural oil surface treatment.
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Oak semi smoked
This floor radiates a warm and gentle
sense of cosiness. Thanks to the smoking
and subsequent treatment with BOEN Live
Natural oil, a particularly beautiful depth
effect is created. This highlights the
nuances of colour in a particularly intense
way.

Oak
Semi smoked

Live Natural
Oil

Surface: Live Natural oil,
brushed, 2V bevel
► EOG84KFD, plank 138 mm
► EOGV4KFD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 138/ 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited
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Oak semi smoked white
White Live Natural oil underpins the
vibrancy and characteristics of the wood.
The floor radiates a natural freshness and
is ideally suited to the Scandinavian style
of furnishing. It can also be combined
wonderfully with ‘hard’ materials such as
concrete, steel and stone, thus forming a
natural contrast.

Oak
Semi smoked white

Live Natural
Oil

Surface: Live Natural oil,
brushed, 2V bevel
► EOG84MFD, plank 138 mm
► EOGV4MFD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 138/ 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited
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Oak semi smoked, plank Castle
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Double brushed
wide planks: twice as intensive
and expressive.

Our brushed products are very popular, not least because they combine an
expressive look with a very attractive feel. With a double brushed surface,
they now quite literally take things to a deeper level.
Double brushed for an intensive look.

Fantastic surfaces you simply have to touch:

Striking structure and improved robustness.

double brushed wide planks.

Our new double brushed floors are very

We now offer our popular floors Oak

robust thanks to the removal of the softer

Indian Summer and Oak White Nights with

wood parts. Small scratches and marks are

this double brushed surface. With this

less visible. The structure also hides dirt and

surface treatment, the softer parts of the

small areas of damage without the dust or

wood are carefully removed by brushing

dirt sticking to the surface. But the most

them twice in the direction of the grain.

beautiful thing? This new, very distinctive

This brings the harder grain to the fore,

double brushing really highlights the struc-

creating a structured, plastic wood

ture of the wood, making it a true statement

surface.

floor. And without changing its colour in any

This surface conveys a special kind of

way.

naturalness. Its rustic, expressive look gives
the wood a noticeably more intense
appearance. Our double brushed hardwood floors feel so special to walk on,
making them a truly tactile experience.
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Live Natural
Oil

Surface: Live Natural oil,
double brushed, 2V bevel
► SWGVVMFD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited

Oak White Nights
Double brushed, light oak planks accentuated with black: Oak White Nights in a nutshell.
White pigmented Live Natural oil penetrates deep into the brushed wood structure,
creating a bright, refined look. The visible knots in the grain shimmer in a very natural and
authentic way, making this floor unique.

Oak
White Nights
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Live Natural
Oil

Surface: Live Natural oil,
double brushed, 2V bevel
► SVGVVKFD, plank Castle 209 mm
Dimensions: 14 x 209 x 2200 mm
► Top layer: approx. 3,5 mm
► Middle layer: 8,8 mm
► Botom layer: 1,7 mm

Connection system: BOEN 5G Click
Floor heating: Well to very well suited

Oak Indian Summer
Full of character with a lively grain. The golden brown play of colour of Oak Indian
Summer is as fascinating as the autumn leaves. Knots and colour variations set strong
accents. This is emphasised by the double brushing of its surface and treatment with Live
Natural oil. All this gives naturalness a completely unique look

Oak
Indian Summer
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Oak White Nights, plank Castle
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Visit one of our
showrooms or our
digital showroom.

Experience what your new floor will look
like in the room. Play with alternatives in
our digital showroom. Find your dream
floor on boen.com now.
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